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Beyond the
Bubble
Will the much-hyped institutions
built with blockchain have a lasting
impact on international arbitration?
Gary L Benton FCIArb investigates
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s a Silicon Valley lawyer, and an intimate
observer of the 2002 dot.com crash and
2008 technology-led global recession,
recent headlines regarding the violent
rise and fall of cryptocurrency seem
painfully familiar. No doubt some of the
people developing or investing in cryptocurrencies will
make fortunes; others will lose it all. But beyond the
drama and speculation of a cryptocurrency bubble,
there is a bigger story - one that will likely have a far
more lasting impact on the ADR community.
Cryptocurrency trading, of course, is just a small
part of the blockchain revolution that is changing the
Internet, the way we do business and, theoretically,
offers a whole new way of doing dispute resolution
without ADR institutions and arbitrators, at least not
ADR institutions and arbitrators as we know them.
BLOCKCHAIN BASICS

To start with the basics, blockchains are essentially
linked boxes of data stored on the Internet. Consider,
for example, a set of data containing all the terms of a
contract, including the parties, consideration, timing
and other performance terms. The contract is created
when the parties agree to the terms and concluded
when the parties perform. Blockchains allow such
'smart contracts' to be created and implemented
entirely online, and the consideration for the contract
is deposited and distributed through the smart

contract. Payment is made securely online by one
party and automatically released to the other party
following acceptance of performance.
Arbitrators have come to recognise online dispute
resolution (ODR) as a system for large companies to
resolve small transactions online. Blockchain offers
Colin Rule's eBay ODR system on steroids, extending
ODR to larger commercial cases. Smart contracts
could include dispute resolution provisions where the
arbitrator is automatically appointed, decides the
dispute, issues an award and is paid, all online.
Every transaction on the blockchain platform is
recorded in a ledger format. Users are identified
across the network by a system utilising public and
private keys, algorithmically generated numbers,
stored in an online wallet. The ledger is automatically
distributed so that it is publicly available across the
network. Linking each block and distributing the
ledger are considered to provide security and
eliminate the need for third-party oversight.
Blockchain technology implements decentralised
processing. No intermediary bani<:, credit bureau,
online vendor or other provider processes the
transaction data. Rather, the transaction is automated,
verified by record-keepers across the network and
recorded. The record in the ledger reflects the
consensus of the network. Blockchain developers
refer to this software architecture as a network of
distributed trust or decentralised consensus.
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